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Pedro Rodriguez Cubero:
New Mexico's Reluctant Governor,
1697-1703
RICK HENDRICKS

On July 2, 1697, Pedro Rodriguez Cubero acceded to the governorship
of the province of New Mexico. 1 In so doing, he replaced the celebrated
reconqueror, Diego de Vargas. Because Vargas, through associates in
the viceregal capital, had tried in vain to block or circumscribe his
successor's appointment, 2 it is likely Rodriguez Cubero was prepared
to meet resistance from the man he was to replace. Vargas was reluctant
to step down because he felt, perhaps rightly so, that his services in
restoring New Mexico to' the crown were such that he was entitled to
reappointment or promotion. Whatever their predispositions toward
each other, their relationship soon became a vicious struggle that had
I
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1. Cabildo of Santa Fe, Certification, Santa Fe, July 16; 1697, Archivo General de
'las Indias, Seville (AGI), Guadalajara 3:2.
2. Acting on Diego de Vargas' behalf, Francisco Dfaz de Tagle protested Rodriguez
Cubero's appointment to viceregal authorities: Vargas also attempted to keep the appointment from being put into effect. Documents' concerning Vargas' protest, Mexico
City, 1697, AGI, Guadalajara 141:22. Diego de Vargas to the Conde de Moctezuma, Santa
Fe, November 28, 1696, AGI, Guadalajara 141:20. Proceedings relating to 'Rodriguez
Cubero's appointment, March 7, 1697-Jarmary 26, 1699, Archivo ·General de ia Naci6n,
Mexico City (AGN), Provindas '1nternas, 36.
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repercussions from New Mexico to Mexico City to Madrid. As charges
and countercharges flew, the situation took an ominous turn. Vargas
was placed under house arrest from October 1697 until July 1700, when
,he left Santa Fe for Mexico City to defend himself in person. 3
The career of Diego de Vargas and many aspects of his personality
are known in considerable detail. The basic facts, at least from Vargas'the victor's---point of view, surrounding his bitter, protracted confrontation with Pedro Rodriguez Cubero are also part of the historical
record, as are his opinions on the matter. 4 Far less is known of Rodriguez Cubero. The aim of this study is to present new information
from recently discovered documents relating to Pedro and his career.
Perhaps they may shed some light on this important episode in New
Mexico's colonial past by revealing tnoreabout one of the principal
people involved. This should help explain why Vargas and Rodriguez
Cubero ha,d such an antagonistic relationship.
Rodriguez Cubero's birthplace, Huescar, was originally a predominantly Moorish settlement. It was given in encbmienda to Fadrique
de Toledo, the second Duque de Alba, after the fall of Granada in 1492.
Notoriously corrupt stewards administered the inhabitants, who openly
resented Fadrique. In 1563, the third duque~ Fernando Alvarez de
Toledo, visited Huescar, from which he expected to derive thirty thousand ducados in annual income, and found it on the verge of open
rebellion. The area was so isolated that he felt he could not be more
out of touch with events in Madrid if he were in Peru. 5 Parish records
indicate that many people were still identified as moriscos, or converted
Moors; and a surprising number of Moslems lived in Huescar in the
3. John L. Kessell, Rick Hendricks, Meredith D. Dodge, Larry D. Miller, and Eleanor
B. Adams, eds., Remote Beyond Compare: Letters of don Diego de Vargas to His Family from
New Spain and New Mexico, 1675-1706 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1989), 66-67.
4. To date, no detailed study of this period has been published. J. Manuel Espinosa
provides an adequate summary of the major events that occurred during Rodriguez
Cubero's term of office in Crusaders of the RIO Grande: The Story of Don Diego de Vargas and
the Reconquest and Refounding of New Mexico (Chicago: InstitUte of Jesuit History, 1942),
341-53. Hubert Howe Bancroft's History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1962), 218-26, gives a useful capsule treatment of the Rodriguez Cubero years. Ralph Emerson Twitchell's The Leading Facts of New Mexica'n History,
5 vols. (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1963), 1:412-21, follows Bancroft closely, with
important additions from Adolphe Bandelier. Still unpublished, fray Silvestre velez de
Escalante's, Extracto de noticias, 1777-78, Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico, Mexico City
(BNM), 3:1 (19/397.1), offers unusual insight into Rodriguez Cubero's era.
5. William S. Maltby, Alba: A Biography of Fernando Alvarez de Toledo, Third Duke of
Alba, 1507-1582 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 6, 7, 108.
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late seventeenth century.6 The town clings to its fractious reputation;
it is proud to have been a lone Falangist outpost amid Republicans
during the Spanish Civil War and continues defiantly in opposition to
the soci~list government today.
Huescar lies on a broad plain rimmed to the eas( north, and west
by mountains in the southern Spanish province of Granada.? The climate is cold, and the community, which is open to the, south, is buffeted
by strong east and west winds such that there is a tradition of pulmonary disorders among inhabitants of the area. The 'terrain, where
cereal grains and grapes for wine are cultivated under irrigation, is
remarkably similar to the basin and range country of New Mexico.
There, in Herrera's magnificent Corinthian church of Santa Maria de
la Encarnacion,8 Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, who was to become New
Mexico's thirty-first royal governor, was baptized on July 29, 1656. 9
Though much of the Santa Maria parish archive was destroyed
during the Spanish Civil War, record of Pedro's birth to Antonio Rodriguez Cubero and Maria Gonzalez Sola survived. The diocesan archive
at Guadix also preserves sufficient genealogical material to trace the
family back a number of generations: on the paternal side, to one
grandfather; and 0rt the maternal, to one set of great-grandparents.
Among his forebears was his grandfather and namesake, don Pedro
Rodriguez Cubero.
The paterfamilias, don Pedro, was apparently a prosperous citizen
of Huescar. Relatively few men and women were identified in local
church records as don or dona as was don Pedro. It seems clear that
the use of the .honorific title was rather more discriminatingly applied
than in later times. Don Pedro would have needed a respectable income
just to provide for his family. With his first wife, Maria Bautista de
Zelaya, he had nine children, six boys and three girls. His second wife,
Clara Geronimo Laguna, bore him another four, three males and one
female. The last child born was Antonio Rodriguez Cubero. It is unclear
whether something happened to ruin his father's estate and status or
whether nothing much was left to the third son of a second wife, but
6. Index of Baptisms, 1539-1843, and Index of Marriages, 1565-1850, Santa Maria
de la Encarnacion parish, Huescar, Archivo Diocesano de Guadix, Granada, Spain (ADGH),
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Microfilm (LDS):330049.
7. Pascual Madoz, Diccionario geogrtifico-estadistico-hist6rico de Espana y sus posesiones
de ultramar (Madrid: P. Madoz y L. Sagasti, 1845-50), 9:348-49.
8. Juan de Herrera y Gutierrez de la Vega, one of Spain's outstanding architects
of the sixteenth century, supervised the construction of Santa Maria de la Encarnacion.
9. Register of Baptisms, Santa Maria de la Encarnacion parish, Huescar, Granada,
Spain, 1656.
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Father Francisco Domingo Loren, priest at Santa Maria de la Encarnacion parish
in Huescar, Granada, Spain, holding the Register of Baptisms for 1656, the
year in which Pedro Rodriguez Cubero was baptized. Photograph from the
author's collection.

Antonio neither styled himself don nor had many worldly riches when
he decided to marry.
In April 1653, Antonio signed a marriage contract with Ana de
Sola, widow of Pedro de Sola and mother of Maria. 10 The marriage
was hastily arranged, so much so that no formal dowry was offered
until after an assessment of the widow's estate could be prepared. In
the interim, her daughter, as firstborn child, would provide a dowry
of six hundred ducados in real estate and furniture. In addition, some
10. Ana de Sola and Antonio Rodriguez Cubero, Marriage contract, Huescar, April
16, 1653, Ilustre Colegio Notarial de Granada (lCN), Julian Vasquez, 1653.
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unspecified sum would come from patronages founded by her widowed cousins, Maria ,Martinez and Catarina Gonzalez. ll Antonio, in
turn, brought as arras, or groom's pledge, twenty-two hundred reales,
wh,ich represented the legally stipulated one-tenth of his estate. The
inventory of the couple's humble possessions included bedclothes, a
footstool, pillows, tablecloths, napkins, hemp cloth, chairs, a bed, a
table, tWo arrobas of wool; leather trunks, a caldron, pots, and candle
holders. 12
Little is known of Pedro's early years in Huescar., His father had
many brothers ·and sisters and half-brothers and -sisters, so Pedro had
uncles, auntS, and cousins living in town. Given the available information, it seems likely that his mother died giving birth to him. By
early 1657, his father had remarried. That year, Pedro's stepmother,
Maria de Flores, gave birth to Maria and in 1660 to Tomasa. Maria
married Juan de Sola, by whom she had Antonia Maria. Tomasa married Antonio de Sola Gallardo with whom she had a son in 1678. 13
Years later, Miguel Antonio Sola Cubero joined his uncle. Pedro in
distant New Mexico.
Although it has not been possible to pinpoint the date, at some
time in the late seventeenth century, the Rodriguez Cubero family left
Huescar, likely for the provincial capital, Granada. The printed service
record of a distant relative, Fr,ancisco Bernabe Rodriguez Cubero, 14
boasted of his relation to Pedro and indicated that the family was well
established in the city. His relatives were GentlE~men Shield Bearers of
the Hundred Lances and enjoyed the distinction of being able to use
the royal lodgings in the Alhambra.
On June 20, 1674, Pedro began his career in the royal service by
enlisting in the infantry of the Armada of the Ocean Sea as a common
soldier, a musketman. 15 That year, he sailed from the Catalonian coast
11. Mateo Martinez'Ronquillo, Nomination, Huescar, April 16, 1653, ICN, Julian
Vasquez, 1653.
12. Antonio Rodriguez Cubero, Provision of dowry and arras, Huescar, July 7, 1653,
ICN, Julian Vasquez, 1653.
13. Index of Baptisms, 1539-1843, and Index of Marriages, 1565-1850, Santa Maria
de la Encarnacion parish, ADGH, LDS:330049.
14. Francisco Bernabe Rodriguez Cubero, n.p., n.d., Service record, Archivo Historico Nacional, Madrid (AHN), Meritos y servicios.
15. Seventeenth-century Spanish armadas frequently included infantry in addition
to a ship's regular complement of seamen. The infantry had its own command structure,
headed by a captain of infantry of the armada under the general command of a ship:s
,captain. Rodriguez Cubero eventually rose to the rank of captain of infantry of the
Almada of the Ocean Sea. Hipolito Enriquez de Guzman, Memorial, Madrid, n.d., AGI,
Guadalajara 3:2. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Service record, Madrid, March 26,1689, AGI,
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to Sicily as part of the expedition sent to put down a rebellion in
Messina.
The revolt erupted when the governor of Messina, Luis del Hoyo,
tried to topple the local senate, which functioned much like an independent government within the Spanish empire. The governor attempted to incite the general populace to undermine the local nobility.
Despite factional fighting among the rebels, the Messineses managed
to capture most of the Spanish fortresses. Fearing the inevitable reprisal, they appealed to King Louis XIV of France for help. Spain in
turn requested and received assistance from the Netherlands. 16
Pedro was among the six hundred infantrymen under the command of Bernabe Alonso de Aguilar, who broke the siege of Scaletta,
which was within a day of capitulating to the rebels. From there the
troops went on to occupy San Placito and defeat the enemy at San Pier,
San Stefano, Pezzolo, and Meri. 17 The Spaniards then drove the Sicilians from fiercely defended Dromo.
Later in the campaign, Pedro embarked as an infantryman on the
galleon Nuestra Senora del Pilar de Zaragoza, the fleet admiral's ship, and
participated in three naval battles against the French. On February 12,
1675, the opposing fleets engaged from dawn to nightfall off Tumbaro
and Boccadifalco. On April 22, 1676, they clashed again in the Gulf of
Catania. These conflicts were inconclusive, but on June 2, in the port
of Palermo, disaster struck. Nuestra Senora del Pilar de Zaragoza was set
afire. The ship was lost, the valiant efforts of Pedro' and the other
seamen notwithstanding. Pedro escaped by swimming ashore, despite
being wounded twice. 18
When the Armada returned to Spain, Rodriguez Cubero was aboard.
Guadalajara 3:2. Francisco-Felipe Olesa Munido, Laorganizaci6n naval de los estados mediterraneos y en especial de Espana durante los siglos xvi y xvii (Madrid: Editorial Naval, 1968),
1:522-33; 2:837-65.
16. Modesto Lafuenta, Historia general de Espana desde los tiempos primitivos hasta la
muerte de Fernando VII (Barcelona: Montaner y Simon, 1890), 12:150,-60.
17. Enriquez de Guzman, acting for Rodriguez Cubero, had difficulty rendering
Sicilian place names. It has been impossible to identify definitively some, which have
been left as he recorded them. The events of the first several years of the Messina
campaign are detailed in a series of documents in the Museo Naval in Madrid, Spain.
The Marques del Viso to the queen, Report on the Expedition to Messina, Napoles,
Septe"mber 18, 1675, Museo Naval (MN), Coleccion Navarrete (CN), vol. 7, doc. 48, fol.
31lr-48v. Letter to a Gentleman in Madrid, Naples, June 14, 1675, MN, CN, vol. 29,
do<;. 33, fol. 165r-66r. The Marques de Bayon to the q\).een, Report on the Government
of Sicily, Palermo, July 20, 1675, MN, CN, vol. 7, doc., fol. 359r-443.
18. Rodriguez Cubero, Service record, Madrid, March 26, 1689, AGI, Guadalajara
3:2.
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He went to continue his service on the Galician coast. In 1681, he sailed
from there to Cape St. Vincent to convoy the fleet from New Spain to
Cadiz. After thirteen years and four months in the Armada of the Ocean
Sea, the native of Huescar had risen through the ranks from soldier
to corporal to sergeant, both active and reserve. For eleven months,
he served as recruiter in Granada for Fermin Darias' infantry regiment
and alferez of his company.19 Then for eighteen days, until February
25, 1689, Pedro served as the captain of one of the companies at the
Cadiz presidio. At that point, the Conde de Aguilar gave him a leave
lasting until March 20, 1689. After being back on active duty for six
days, Rodriguez Cubero personally submitted the paperwork to the
naval section of the Junta of War of the Council of the Indies to acquire
a new post. 20
On June 17, 1689, King Carlos II granted Pedro the title of warden
and captain for life of the fortress of La Punta in Havana. 21 He was to
r~ceive a yearly salary of 400 ducados or 150,000 maravadis. Pedro must
have learned of his good fortune earlier, because on June 13 he had
received permission to take three members of his household along to
his new post. On this occasion, the Council of the Indies noted that
his predecessor had been permitted only two. 22
Rodriguez CuberO's new duty .station was the smaller of the two
massive stone fortifications standing guard over the har~or of Havana.
Construction had begun on La Punta in 1589 at the same time as work
started on the larger EI :Morro. The Italian military architect, Battista
Antonelli, designed both structures, basing them on the trapezoidal
. polygon with ramparts typical of renaissance forts. La Punta was com.
pleted around 1600. 23
19. Military recruitment in seventeenth-century Spain could range from a convocation of volunteers to the sound of drum and bugle to ruthless press-ganging. Recruiters
usually worked a designated area to draft a specified complement of soldiers. Luis
Antonio Ribot Garcia, "EI redutamiento militar en Espana a mediados del siglo xvii. La
'composici6n' de las milicias de Castilla," Cuadernos de lnvestigacion Historica 9 (1986),6389.
20. Rodriguez Cubero, Service record, Madrid~ March 26, 1689, AGI, Guadalajara
3:2.
21. Carlos II to Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Madrid, Title to wardenship and captaincy
of La Punta, June 17, 1689, AGI, Indiferente General 477.
22. Camara of the Council of the Indies, Madrid, June 13, 1689, Sailing permission,
AGI, Santo Domingo, 141, ramo 3:58.
23. Marta Arjona, Fortificaciones coloniales de la ciudad de La Habana (Havana: Ministerio de Cultura, Direcci6n de Patrimonio Cultural, Departamento de Monumentos,
1982), 22. Irene A. Wright, Historia documentada de San CristObal de la Habana en el siglo
xvi (Havana: Imprenta EI Siglo XX, 1927), 1, apendix:155, 156, 214.
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Early in 1690, La Punta has 27 mounted artillery pieces, including
several culverins and cannons of various sizes and a few mortars. There
were 3,503 artillery shells; 8,000 musket bullets; 6,400 harquebus bul- (
lets, 31 rounds of bar shot, 31 rounds of crossbar shot; 40 rounds of
chain shot; 1 corporal and 1 master gunner; 13 artillerymen (14 in all
with 1 missing fro'm the complement); 20 quintals of gunpowder of
good quality; 11 gun carriages; 11 jacks to raise the artillery; 20 quintals
of fuse cord; 4 1/4 quintals of lead paste; 100 loaded grenades; 200 empty
grenades; 20 tamping spoons; 40 loose blocks; 323 linen cartridges; 6
wad hooks; 153 handspikes; 1 ladder; 1 sawhorse; and 50 quoins and
bases. Rodriguez Cubero's company consisted of 8 officials of the first
rank, 98 soldiers, and 1 absentee. The, full complement was 124. 24
In July of the same year, Pedro, the comptroller of accounts, and
an artilleryman inventoried the powder magazine. They found sixteen
crates of gunpowder in good condition weighing 21 ql\intals and 45
pounds. Fuse cord in the amount of 20 quintals and 10 pounds remained in good condition. An unspecified amount of cord had almost
turned to dust. 25 ,
,
In the fall of 1690, the comptroller of the treasury of Havana proposed a reduction in the complement of La Punta from 124 to 100 men.
At that time, 8 officials, 97 soldiers, and 15 artillerymen were drawing
a total salary of 12,561 pesos. 26 One month earlier, in September, the
governor of Havana, Severino de Manzaneda, had suggested a drastic
plan for La Punta. He asked permission to demolish the fortress. 27 In
Manzaneda's opinion, La Punta needed to be razed because its batteries
faced those of El Morro. He reasoned that they posed a mutual danger
despite the fact that in the ninety years of their existence, they had not
fired on each other. He also pointed out that should ',his recommendation be adopted, Rodriguez Cubero, who had served his majesty for
sixteen years, should be either promoted or compen'sated with the
fortification under construction at Matanzas, which would have a garrison equal in size to La Punta. The artillery from the fortress would
be relocated to a site farther along in the channel toward the harbor.
This move would save the crown the salary of the warden. The Junta
24. Inspection of the fortresses of Havana, Havana, March 25, 1690, AGI, Santo
Domingo, 110:58,
25. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero and Bartolome de Arriola Valdespino; Inventory, Havana, July 5, 1690, AGl, Santo Domingo, 110:58.
26. Diego de Pefialver Angulo, Accounting of situado, Havana, October 18, 1690,
AGl, Santo Domingo, 110.
27. Severino de Manzaneda to the king, ~eptember 4, 1690, AGl, Santo Domingo,
461.
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of War of the Council of the Indies gave the governor's plan careful
consideration, but did not render a final decision until the finest military minds, such as Enrique Enriquez de Guzman, had examined the
question. After four years of deliberation, the plan was disapproved. 28
In January 1692, an incident occurred that caused Rodriguez Cubero the first documented difficulty in his long military career. The
merchant convoy from Jamaica, which was prohibited from entering
the harbor, was allowed to pass by the two fortresses unchallenged.
Several soldiers slipped out to one of the ships and purchased articles
of clothing, which was strictly forbidden. The local commanders imprisoned the guilty parties, but the Junta of War officially reprimanded
the wardens of EI Morro and La Punta. They were cautioned that such
ships should not be allowed in the harbor in the future except for
emergencies. It seems likely that such illicit trade was considered more
of a problem in Madrid than in Havana, wh~re goods were scarce and
dear. 29
The wardens of the fortresses were at odds with the crown over
other matters as well. In 1688 and again in 1690, the king issued cedulas
aimed at regulating life at the fortresses. Apparently, they were ignored, because in January 1693, yet another cedula tried to impose a
daily regimen. The king ordered three-fourths of the staff of EI Morro
to spend the night there and one-half to spend the day. Infantry were
to walk sentry for three hours, day and night, instead of four. The
infantry was to be formed into three units. At La Punta, the infantry
was also to be formed into three units for the six hours of sentry duty.
All infantrymen had been ordered to gather into the forts at night,
which'caused many to flee. The king ordered that three-fourths should
stay the night and half of the company should stay during the day, in
case of pirate attack. 30
La Punta, argued Rodriguez Cubero, had but one covered lodging
that was large enough to accommodate only the guards. The remaining
soldiers had to sleep in the open in the parade ground. Barracks must
be built. Then the soldiers would gladly live there to avoid having to
pay for impossibly expensive lodging in the city. Over the past fourteen
months, Pedro continued, they had received pay for only eight and a
half months out of which they had to pay for gunpowder, guns and
28.
mingo,
29.
30.
mingo,

Enrique Enriquez to king, Report, Havana, March 22, 1694, AGI, Santo Do112, ramo 1:21.
Severino de Manzaneda to the king, April 22, 1692, AGI, Santo Domingo.
Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Proceedings, Havana, May 18, 1693, AGI, Santo Doramo 1:21.
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bullets, arms, repairs, a barber, medical care, and clothing. Most soldiers had to hold second jobs just to survive. His arguments were to
no avail, and the wardens were instructed to put the cedulas into effect.
In the meantime, Pedro took steps to secure other appointments.
By June 6, 1692, Carlos II had agreed to grant him the future for the
governorship of New Mexico. 31 To secure royal favor, Rodriguez Cubero offered a donation of two thousand pesos and a loan of four
thousand pesos. He was to follow Diego de Vargas as governor as soon
as Vargas finished his five-year term or died, whichever came first. The
following year, Pedro obtained the second future for the governorship
of Merida, La Grita, and Maracaibo, in present-day Venezuela, for a
donation of four thousand pesos and a loan of two thousand pesos.
He was next in line after Gaspar Mateo de Acosta, who was to begin
his term in office in March 1695Y
Rodriguez Cubero's maneuvering evidently caught the attention
of the Junta of War in Madrid. On January 15, 1693, it debated the
question of whether La Punta should be considered vacant since the
governorship of New Mexico was a promotion. Gaspar Portocarrero
argued this minority position and lost. The post was to be filled on an
interim basis until such time as Rodriguez Cubero returned to Havana.
The junta did stipulate, however, that Pedro could not receive the
salary for his post in Havana while serving in New Mexico. 33
In October, Hipolito Enriquez Guzman, holder of Rodriguez Cubero's power of attorney in Madrid; presented a petition to the Council
of the Indies requesting it to inform the governor of Havana that L~
Punta was to remain the property of Pedro while he was away in New
Mexico. 34 King Carlos II issued a decree on November 7, ordering the
governor of Havana to return La Punta to Rodriguez Cubero after he
returned from New Mexico or Merida, La Grita', and Maracaibo. 35
At some point in his seemingly careful planning of career moves,
Pedro may have made an error. In June 1695, through his agent, Enriquez de Guzman, Rodriguez Cubero tried to renege on his decision
to govern New Mexico. He stated that he had learned that the climate
of New Mexico was very cold and therefore harmful to his health. He
presented medical certification of his illness. His doctors declared that
31. Carlos II, Title of governorship of New Mexico, Madrid, June 20, 1692, Archivo
General de Simancas, Simancas (AGS), Direcci6n General de Tesoro (DGT), 24:172.
32. List of futures, Madrid, AGS, DGT, 10.
33. Junta of War, Madrid, January 15, 1693, AGI, Santo Domingo, 142, ramo 2:24.
34. Junta de Guerra, Opinion, Madrid, October 20, 1693, AGI, Santo Domingo, 141,
ramo 2.
35. Carlos II, Decree, Madrid, November 7, 1693, AGI, Indiferente General.
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going to a cold place would put him in a condition that medicine could
not cure. Pedro asked permissi,on to send someone of his choosing in
his stead or, if that was not possible, to have his money returned. If
the refund was not· available in Havana, he would willingly travel to
Mexico City to collect it. 36
Although Rodriguez Cubero's stated reason for not wishing to
fulfill his duty in New Mexico was medical, it seems possible that he
also may have had other motives. It could have come to his attention,
as it eventually did to all New Mexico governors, that the distant
province, held no riches. Given his lining up of future positions, it is
clear that Pedro considered New Mexico nothing more than a rung on
the career ladder, at most.
'
The response of the Camara of the Council of the Indies was
unequivocal. The petition was denied. Acceding to Rodriguez Cubero's
wishes would set a terrible precedent. The crown did not want to get
into the business of having its posts resold at a profit, especially when
it carefully selected royal officials. In addition, the case of New Mexico
was special, because it was a frontier government. The province was
newly restored after many years of Indian rebellion. It needed an experienced military man, and the selection of a governor had been made
with this in mind.
Whatever he might have thought of the council's answer, by March
1697, Pedro was in Mexico City preparing to take up the governorship
of New Mexico. On March 27, on the way to the royal chapel at the
cathedral, he met Giovanni Francesco Gemelli Careri; who was on a
journey around the world. Because Pedro had been in Naples early in
his ~areer, the two men became close friends. He told the Italian he
had risen from humble beginnings to his present position. He also
indulged in a bit of hyperbole in describing the Indians of the northern
frontier. He had yet to meet his first New Mexico indian, but said that
"those Chichimecas" were so skillful· with bow and arrow that they
could keep a one-real coin in the air by repeatedly shooting it with
arrows to keep it aloft and shell an ear of com with their arrows without
breaking it. 37
As had most New Mexico governors before him, Pedro continued
his preparations by setting in place legal and economic links to the
capital prior to departing for New Mexico. On April 2, he gave his
36. Hip6lito Enriquez de Guzman, Petition, Madrid, June 15, 1695, AGI, Santo
Domingo, 142, ramo 3:70.
37. Giovanni Francesco Gemelli Careri, Viaje a La Nueva Espana, trans. Jose Maria de
Agreda y Sanchez (Mexico City: Jorge Pornia, 1983), 1:97-98.
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general power of attorney to Francisco de Urzua; Licenciado Juan Osorio Crespo, a priest; a,nd Licenciado Juan de Moya, secretary of the
secret tribunal of the Holy Office of the Inquisition. These men were
em'powered to sell whatever he might send from New Mexico. 38
Then Rodrf~ez Cubero made arrangements for a man who was
to accompany him for the rest of his life. On April 11, Pedro signed
an obligation in conformity with a decree from the viceroy, the Conde
de Moctezuma. Rodriguez Cubero agreed to hand over one Juan Bautista de Z<ildua or pay any fines levied against him when the case was
adjudicated. Pedro received Zaldua into his custody from Diego de
Vergara Gaviria,. an official of the Holy Office, which ha.d held him
prisoner. Zaldua had been implicated in some irregularity regarding
distribution of sugar while he was acting as supervisor and judge of
the Windward Fleet. 39
Pedro had probably known Juan de Zaldua most of his adult life.
The memorial Zaldua presented to the viceroy after Rodriguez Cubero
named him captain ofthe EI Paso presidio indicated that he had served
the crown for more than twenty years.' He had served in the Royal
Armada and Army of the Ocean Sea, the armada that escorted the
Indies fleets, in the fleet itself, and in the Windward Fleet in the Gulf
of Mexico. His early career paralleled that of Pedro in a number of
interesting particu}ars. 4o
On April 22, 1676, Zaldua had distinguished himself in battle against
the French navy in the Gulf of Catania, off Sicily. Ori June :2, 1676, he
was aboard the ill-fated Nuestra Senora del Pilar de Zm:agoza in Paleimo's
harbor when it burned. He also escaped by swimming fo shore, though
he was not wounded, as Pedro had been.
Rodriguez Cubero added another member to his household before
leaving Mexico City. In the presence -of Sebastian de Guzman y C6rdoba, factor of the treasury in the viceregal capital, he met Francisco
Rodriguez Calero and agreed to take him to New Mexico as armorer
38.' Pedro Rodriguez Cubero to Francisco de Urzua, JUiin Osorio Crespo, and Juan
de Moya, ,Power of attorney, Mexico City, April 2, 1697, Archivo General de Notarias,
Mexico City (AGNot.), 692.
_
39. Juan de Zaldua served in 1696 as supervisor in the absence of the proprietor of
the position.Juan de Ortega Montanes, Instruccian reservada al Conde de Moctezuma (Mexico
City, 1965), 128. Pedro Rodiiguez Cubero, Obligation; Mexico City, Apri111, 1697, AGNot.
305.
40. Juan de Zaldua, Memorial, n.d., n.p., AGI, Guadalajara 142:2. After a protracted
struggle with Antonio de Valverde Cosio, Zaldua was not allowed to fill the post of
captain of the EI Paso presidio; rather Vaiverde Cosio was made captain for life. The
Conde de Moctezuma, Order, Mexico City, December 11, 1700, Spanish Archives of New
Mexico, Santa Fe (SANM) I1:78A. AGI, Guadalajara 142:2 and 142:16.
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for the presidio of Santa Fe. One of Rodriguez Calero's uncles had
visited Pedro in his lodgings in Mexico City on several occasions. Testifying on his behalf during the course of Rodriguez Calero's prenuptial
investigations, Governor Rodriguez Cubero stated that he had brought
him to New Mexico as part of his family.41 The governor even granted
him land in Santa Fe. 42 His trust, however, seems to have been misplaced. In 1704, Rodriguez Calero killed Luisa Gomez de Arellano and
was probably exiled from the province.43
Within six weeks of leaving Mexico City, Rodriguez Cubero was
residing in Parral in New Biscay. Departing for Santa Fe on May 24,
he gave his power of attorney to two prominent local entrepreneurs:
Capitan Diego Maturana and Juan Cortes del Rey. They were to act on
his behalf for relief of New Mexico, particularly seeing to the transport
of six hundred fanegas of wheat that the viceroy had ordered Jose de
Urzua, factor and accountant of the treasury and administrator of mercury,. to send north. The two merchants were authorized to collect all
viceregal assistance, such as supplies, horses, cattle, and small livestock
destined for New Mexico. They were also to draw his salary. 44
By establishing a financial relationship with Maturana and Cortes
del Rey, Rodriguez Cubero was becoming a part of a complex economic
network that stretched from Santa Fe through Parral to Mexico City
and the rest of the empire. He was also following a pattern most of
his predecessors in the governorship of New Mexico had laid out.
Animal skins and hides, woolen and cotton woven goods, pinon nuts,
sal~, criminals sentenced to labor in the mines, and Apache slaves
traveled south to Parral. Agricultural supplies; such as seed and breeding stock, manufactirred goods, black slaves, and venture capital moved
north. 45
'
41. Francisco Rodriguez Calero and Ger6nima Baca, Testimony, Santa Fe, May 26,
. 1698, Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe (AASF), Diligencias Matrimoniales (DM),
1698:5.
42. Ana Lujan to Diego de Vectia, Land sale, Santa Fe, September 12, 1701, SANM
1:77.
43. Francisco Rodriguez Calero and his wife, Ger6nima Baca, may have eventually
settled in Chihuahua where their son, Jacinto, became a merchant. Antonio Maria Dape10
to Jose Garcia de Noriega, Land sale, EI Paso, June 2, 1761, Juarez Municipal Archive
(JMA), r. 7, bk. 1, 1761, foL 61-74. Fray Angelico Chavez, Origins of New Mexico Families
in the Spanish Colonial Period in Two Parts: The Seventeenth (1598-1693) and the Eighteenth
(1693-1821) Centuries (Santa Fe: William Gannon, 1975), 269.
44. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero to Diego Maturana and Juan Cortes del Rey, Power of
attorney, San Jose del Parral, May24, 1697, Archivo de Hidalgo del Parral (AHP), 1697A.
45. Felipe de la Cueva Montano to Andres Hurtado, Slave sale, Parra!, November
12, 1663, AHP, 1662B. Ana Maria Nino de Castro, Will for Bartolome de Estrada Ramirez,
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According to a document the Cabildo of Santa Fe executed on July
16, 1697, the new governor made his entrance into the capital at around
ten o'clock on the morning of July 2. The cabildo received him according
to custom, but no mention was made of Governor Vargas' attendance
at the proceedings. Diego had been unable to prevent his successor
from acceding to office, but he refused to abandon his post. 46
As soon as Rodriguez Cubero took over the governorship, he initiated the residencia, the judicial review of his predecessor. From July
12 to August 11, he carried out Vargas' residencia. Although no charges
were filed, the colonists presented a petition to the new governor
seeking a refund of forty-six hundred pesos from former governor
Vargas. 47
While Pedro had no apparent reason to dislike Diego before they
met, he soon came to despise him. Vargas had successfully completed
his term and was free to go, yet the former governor remained adamant
about continuing in office. The growing personal enmity between the
two Spaniards then coincided with a deep-seated resentment against
Governor Vargas and his followers by the local elites. .
When Vargas came to New Mexico in 1692, he brought with him
an entourage of family members, coinrades-in-arms with their families,
and servants. Later, he was joined by others. A riumber of men had
served with him since the early 1680s in Tlalpujahua; several were
natives of that mining community in highland Michoacan. 48 Some of
these individuals-fellow peninsular Juan Paez Hurtado in particularwere Vargas' .closest lieutenants and enjoyed influence with the governor the native New Mexicans did not. It could not have been a secret
that Vargas did not hold the local populace in high esteem, that he
thought the cabildo to be "composed of people of very low class and
menial offices-tailors, a shoemaker, and a lackey-poor and base people," or that he considered New Mexico a place of exile at the ends of
Parra!, December 8, 1684, AHP, 1685B. Tome Dominguez to Andres Pelaez, Bill of sale,
Parral, June 4, 1641, AHP, 1641A. Juan Duran de Miranda to Domingo de la Puente,
Power of attorney, Parral, May 11, 1671, AHP, 1671C. Juan Manso to Domingo de la
Puente, Power of attorney, Parra!, January 13, 1662, AHP, 1662B.
46. Cabildo of Salltil Fe, Certification, Santa Fe, July 16, '1697, AGI, Guadalajara,
3:2.
47. New Mexico colonists, Petition, August 7-10, 1697, SANM II:66a.
.
48. Three brothers, Antonio, Cristobal, and Juan Tafoya Altamirano; Jose Montiel,
Juan de Alderete, and Agustin Marquez were born in Tlalpujahua. JuanPaez' Hurtado
and his wife, Pascuala Lopez de Vera, had a daughter, Rosa Maria, who was born there.
AASF, DM, 1691:4; 1696:28; 1697:19; 1698:6; 1699:10; 1717:8; 1723:3. Chavez, New Mexico
~~~~m.

.
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the earth. 49 The unwavering support of the viceroy, the Conde de
Galve, for the governor must have rankled as well.
On September 23, 1697, the cabildo of Santa Fe brought formal
charges. against Vargas. The initial and subsequent allegations of
wrongdoing were a litany of the suffering the New Mexican colonists
had endured under his alleged bad government, since the time of the
Reconquest. They accused Vargas of malfeasance, fomenting Indian
rebellion, and moral turpitude. He was held accountable for having
departed EI Paso perilously late in the year in 1693; the deaths of
twenty-two children in frozen Santa Fe were laid at his feet. His executions of Tano captives were listed as a direct cause of the 1696 Pueblo
revolt. By selling much-needed supplies tohis business agents in Parra!,
Vargas was responsible for the hardships of the famine that struck in
1695 and 1696. He was further accused of driving potential opponents
out of the colony. Vargas' policy of returning Indian captives to the
Pueblos was an affront; the colonists were left without servants. It was
alleged that in all these heinous crimes, his close companion, Juan Paez
Hurtado, was an accomplice. 50
On October 2, Rodriguez Cubero had Vargas placed under house
arrest. 51 His personal belongings were confiscated and sold at public
auction. On the twentieth, Governor Rodriguez Cubero ordered Luis
Granillo to arrest Juan Paez Hurtado when he passed through EI Paso
and send him back to Santa Fe. Paez Hurtado was charged with fraud
and theft. Antonio de Valverde Cosio, Martin Urioste, and Felix Martinez were sent to EI Paso to be exiled from New Mexico. 52 Though
confined, Vargas and his men were trying to win over the colonists
and press his case with royal authorities. In March 1700, Vargas was
deprived of visitors except,for members of his household. His protests
were met with even harsher conditions; Rodriguez Cuhero had him
clapped in leg irons. This situation lasted until July 20, 1700, when
Vargas and his followers set out for Mexico City, where he would
conduct his defense in person. 53
.
49. Kessell et aI., Remote Beyond Compare, 156, 168, 186, 197.
50. Licenciado Cristobal Moreno Avalos drafted the printed indictment of charges
against Vargas, his officers, and members of his household. La Villa de Santa Fee, Cabecera
de las Provincias de la Nueva Mexico informa a V.S. en el pleito que sigue contra Don Diego de
Vargas . .. , Huntington Library, Rare Book 70361. Proceedings against Diego de Vargas,
Santa Fe, November 28-April 1, 1700, AGN, Vinculos, 14. Cabildo of Santa Fe vs. Diego
de Vargas, [October 1697], Santa Fe, SANM II:62.
51. Kessell et aI., Remote Beyond Compare, 187.
52. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Arrest order, Santa Fe, October 20, 1697, SANM II:70.
53. Kessell et al., Remote Beyond Compare, 67.
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Some time before his antagonist left Santa Fe, Pedro decided he
had had enough of New Mexico. On June 15,1700, his agent in Madrid,
Enriquez de Guzmal}, presented a petition to the king. He reminded
the monarch of his loyal service, recounting, as was his wont, his heroic
attempt to save the admiral's ship in Sicily. It was his wish that his
grant of the governorship of Merida, La Grita, and Maracaibo be put
into ~ffect immediately. The petition was not gra~ted.54
Rodriguez Cubero's actions in this matter are remarkably similar
to his experience at the presidio of Cadiz. There, after scarcely securing
the advancement to captain of infantry, he had purchased the guardianship of La Punta in Havana. It is difficult to ascertain whether these
seemingly precipitous moves resulted from normal career maneuvering-seizing opportunities when they presented themselves-or a restless spirit.
Though he ~ad never wanted to come to New Mexico, Rodriguez
Cubero was a man of action, and he left his mark during his brief
tenure in the governor's palace. Upon arriving in Santa Fe, the new
governor concentrated his military activity on the uncompleted pacification of the western pueblos of Acoma, Zuni, and Hopi, which his
predecessor had begun. Rebellious Pueblo Indians from La Cieneguilla,
Santo Domingo, and Cochiti, living on the north bank of Cubero Creek
north of Acoma, together with the Keres of Acoma and the Zunis
completed a peace with the Spaniards in 1698, thus bringing to an end
the Pueblo revolt begun in 1696. As a result, in 1699, two pueblos were
reestablished and possession taken by the Franciscans in the person
of Fray Diego de Chavarria: San Pedro de Acoma (formerly and later
San Esteban), and Purisima Concepcion de Zuni (formerly Asuncion,
later Guadalupe). A third, San Jose de la Laguna, was newly founded. 55
In July 1699; Governor'Rodriguez Cubero went on an in~pection
tour of the western pueblos. In October of that year, Espeleta, the
leader of the Hopi, 'sent messengers to the governor in Santa Fe. Espeletaacted not as a vassal but as the representative of a sovereign
nation. He proposed a treaty of peace that would allow his people to
retain their own religion. 56
54. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Memorial, n.p., June 15, 1700, AGI, Santo Domingo,
665.
55. Espinosa, Crusaders of the Rio Grande, 341-52. The author of the present study
is preparing a more comprehensive appraisal of the career of Rodriguez Cubero. In
addition, the Vargas Project at the University of New Mexico plans to publish most of
the pertinent archival record for the period as· volume five of the Journals of don Diego
de Vargas.
56. Twitchell, Leading Facts, 1:417-20. '
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In May of the following year, Espeleta requested that fray Juan
Garaicoechea come to the Hopi pueblos to baptize children. In the
company of Jose Naranjo, Father Garaicoechea went to Aw<itovi, where
he baptized seventy-three young Hopis. Because of the rumor that the
Hopi messengers had been killed, the Franciscan was not allowed to
travel to Oraibe or the other Hopi pueblos. Instead, he withdrew to
Zuni and reported to Governor Rodriguez Cubero. 57
Espeleta and twenty companions traveled to Santa Fe with another
peace proposal in October 1700. He offered peace on the condition that
the priests visit one pueblo a year for six years without establishing
permanent residence. After this period, the Hopis would convert to
Christianity. Rodriguez Cubero c.ountered that the Hopis had to become Christians and rejected the compromise. 58
In the meantime, the pueblo of Aw<itovi had received Father Garaicoechea, repented its apostasy, and rebuilt the Franciscan convento.
Sometime in late 1700 or early1701, Hopis from other pueblos fell upon
Aw<itovi, killing most of the men and carrying off the women and
children. 59
Over the protests of the Santa Fe cabildo, the governor led a punitive expedition against the Hopis in June and July 1701. Rodriguez
Cubero found that the Hopis had withdrawn to their mesa tops in
safety. The only adequate water supply for the Spaniards and their
horses was in the destroyed pueblo of Awatovi. Unable to engage the
enemy in battle and incapable of sustaining a prolonged siege, the
governor and his troops returned to Santa Fe. The campaign was wholly
ineffective and did nothing to bring the Hopis to heel. Thirty Hopis
were captured, but the prisoners were later released. One year later,
in July 1702, Rodriguez Cubero led one hundred soldiers and one
hundred and twenty-five Indian allies on an' expedition against the
Navajos, but called off the campaign when a Navajo leader sued for
peace in Taos. 60
Earlier that year, amid rumors ofrebellion, Rodriguez Cubero had
57. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 222.
58. Velez de Escalante, Extracto de noticias.
59. John P. Wilson, "Awatovi-More Light on a Legend," Plateau 44 (Winter 1972),
125-30.
60. Velez de Escalante, Extracto de noticias. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Certification,
Santa Fe, September 18, 1701, in Servicios personales del Maestre de Campo don Juan
Dominguez y Mendoza, fechos en la Provincias de la Nueva Mexico, a su costa. Biblioteca
Nacional, Madrid, MS. 19258. Document courtesy of John P. Wilson, translated in his
"Awatovi." Juan Domingo de Bustamante, Proceedings, Santa Fe, November 17, 1722,
SANM 11:318. Cabildo of Santa Fe, Petition, Santa Fe, [January 1701), SANM 1I:78a.
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made another inspection of the pueblos, but found no unrest. 61 There
appeared to be cause for alarm among the Hopis, who seemed. to be
incitil1g the Zunis to revolt. The governor dispatched Juan de Ulibarri
to the Zuni area to investigate. 62 A small garrison was established at
the pueblo. The soldiers behaved badly, abusing the local wome~. On
March 4, 1703, three men, Jose Luis Valdes, Tomas Palomino, and Juan
de Dios Lucero de Godoy (II) were killed, though Father Garaicoechea
was spared.. Roque Madrid went to Zuni on the governor's orders and
returned with the Franciscan to Santa Fe. The Hopi pueblos were then
left alone. 63
In Santa Fe, Rodriguez Cubero undertook some noteworthy renovation and building projects. Governor Vargas had vowed to rebuild
the Santa Fe church and convento as soon as possible. This plan had
not been put into effect by the end of Vargas' first term. Within fifty
days of his arrival in Santa Fe, Governor Rodriguez Cubero could boast
that the convento was almost complete; A location was provided for
the parish church and further expansion of the Franciscan convento,
which was constructed at Pedro's expense, some six thousand pesos. 64
Apparently, he also restored the Palace of the Governors to its pre1680 condition, dismantling the alterations the occupying Pueblos had
made over the course of twelve years. 65 Pedro also razed the ~ouseblock
61. Rodriguez Cubero solicited opinions from experienced military men; visited
several Rio Grande pueblos, including Santa Ana, Jemez, and San Felipe; took testimony
from inhabitants from Pecos and Tesuque; and questioned settlers about the threat of
an outbreak of hostilities. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Proceedings, February 21-March 9,
1702, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, P-E 40 (New Mexico Originals).
62. Juan de Ulibarri to Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Report, March 8, 1702, SANM II:
85. Rodriguez Cubero apparently had confidence in Juan de Ulibarri's abilities. He had
named him to the post of alcalde mayor and war captain of El Paso at a time when the
conflicting appointments of Juan de Zaldua and Antonio de Valverde CosIo were being
sorted out by authorities in Mexico City. Juan de Ulibarri, Proceedings, El Paso, October
8, 1699, JMA, 1798, r. 48, fol. 180-94.
63. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 226; Chavez, New Mexico Families,
209, 255, 301.
64. Dr. Manuel Rosete for Juan de Zaldua, Memorial, n.p., n.d., SANM II, Mise.
Bruce Ellis, Bishop Lamy's Santa Fe Cathedral with records of the old Spanish church (Parroquia)
and convent formerly on the site (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press in cooperation with the HistoriCal Society of New Mexic<?, 1985), 47, 51, 181. AASF Loose
Documents Mission,. 1697:1 and 1698:1 are translated and annotated in Fray Angelico
Chavez, "Santa Fe Church and Convent Sites in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," New Mexico Historical Review 24 (April 1949), 85-93.
65. Ralph Emerson Twitchell, "The Palace of the Governors: The City of Santa Fe,
lts Museums and Monuments," Historical Society of New Mexico 29 (Santa Fe: The Historical
Society of New Mexico, 1925), 27. It seems unlikely that Vargas made significant alterations to Santa Fe during his first term, as he roundly condemned Rodriguez Cubero's
changes.
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the Indians had constructed in the plaza. This structure had created
the E-shapedplaza Vargas had found in 1692. Until Rodriguez Cubero's
attempt at civil engineering, Santa Fe town criers read proclamations
in "both plazas."66
Although the governor and the Franciscans had gotten off to an
amicable start, lavishing one another with praise,67 by late summer
1699, relations soured. Although the origin of this falling out is not
yet clear, Rodriguez Cubero was soon bitterly recriminating the Franciscans as incompetents who could not speak Pueblo Indian languages.
Rodrfguez.Cubero took testimony from seven witnesses who declared that the Franciscans neither knew Pueblo languages nor had
developed visual aids to instruct the Indians in the rudiments of the
Catholic faith. This was an old charge, trotted out from time to time
by colonists, government officials, .and' bishops against the friars. The
claim infuriated the Franciscans, despite the fact that their record as
linguists was not very impressive. Apparently, those Franciscans who
spoke Pueblo languages neither instructed their brothers nor left written grammars and vocabularies. 68
Stung by the governor's charges, the Franciscans responded in
kind. They placed countercharges before the Holy Office but nothing
much came of this squabble, which was but one more chapter in the
internecine struggles between religious and secular authority in New
Mexico. Over time, the Franciscans and the governor developed a
modus vivendi, if not mutual respect. 69 Rodriguez Cubero even published a paean in honor of the martyrs of 1680 and 1696, although no
copy is known to have survived. 70
Beyond his difficulties with a stubbornly resistant indigenous population and the Franciscan challenge to his authority, Governor Rodriguez Cubero may well have had problems he was unaware of-:..he
may have been bewitched. This matter did not come to light until
several years after he had left New Mexico.
66. Cornelia Thomas Snow, "The Plazas of Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1610-1776," El
Palacio 94 (Winter 1988), 47-48.
67. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Certification, Santa Fe, February 12, 1698, BNM 4:27
(23/467.1).
68. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Report, Santa Fe, September 4-9, 1699, BNM 4:29 (23/
469.1).
69. The case presented to the Inquisition is detailed in AGN, Inquisici6n, 710, expo
17, which contains testimony spanning the period May 13, 1698 to October 29, 1699.
70. Charles Wilson Hackett, ed., Historical Documents relating.to New Mexico, Nueva
Vizcaya, and Approaches Thereto, to 1773, 3 vois. (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Institute,
1923-37), 3:495.
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On March 11, 1706, in Santa Fe, Maria de la Rosa y Apodaca, an
unmarried mestiza about seventeen years old, who was the daughter
of Oomingo and Juana Apodaca (then married to Sebastian Rodriguez
Brito), gave testimony about the suspiciously witchlike activities of
Ana Reinoso, La Rana. Reinoso had told Maria and Juana that when
Pedro was governor, she went to his house and ate at his table from
his plate without him seeing her. An April 7, 1706 declaration by Juana
de Apodaca says that La Rana told Juana that when Rodriguez Cubero
went to conquer Zuni, another suspected witch, La Lozana, went with
him, but he could not see her. La Lozana was present at the ensuing
battle, but heither the Indians nor any other person could see her. It
may be no wonder that the campaign produced no lasting results. 7J
On another occasion, Rodriguez Cubero had to intervene to reverse a mortal spell three accused witches had cast. Antonia Marquez,
wife of Agustin Saenz, was deathly ill. in bed and believed to be the
victim of Felipa de la Cruz, Antonia La Naranja, and Luisa Varela.
Pedro threatened the trio with severe punishment if they did not release
Antonia Marquez from their spell. Taking him at his word, the women
burned the idol they had employed in their sorcery, and Marquez
recovered her health. 72
."
,Governor Rodriguez Cubero was also active.in making land grants, '
particularly in and around Santa Fe,73 but often in very cJose proximity
to, or infringing upon, traditional Indian holdings. One zone that has
received particular atteI1tion is the Tewa area, which is described as
north of Santa Fe to the confluence of the Rio Grande and Chama
River. Of the pueblos in this region, Jacona, Cuyamungue, and Pojoaque (reestablished in 1707) were abandoned by 1700, leaving San Juan,
San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, Nambe, and Tesuque. From 1699 to 1701,
the governor made several grants in and around the abandoned pueblos ofJacona and Pojoaque. By 1702, Rodriguez_Cubero began to make
land grants near the inhabited pueblos of San Ildefonso, Tesuque, and
Santa Clara. 74
,In the meantime, in Mexico City, preparation of the lawsuit against
71. Maria de la Rosa y Apodaca, Testimony, Santa Fe, March 11, 1706, AGN, In,
,
quisici6n 735,
72. Felipa de'la Cruz, Testimony, Sant,a Fe, January 16, 1704, Archivos del Pueblo
de Santa 'Clara, Peabody Museum, Bandelier transcripts for Hemenway Expedition,
r.,2, voL '11, no. 1.
'
,
73. See for example, Pedro Rodriguez Cubero to Antonio Lucero de' Godoy, Grant
of title to land, Santa Fe, July 30, 1697, SANM I, 423. Ellis, Santa Fe Cathedral, 47, 51.
74. Myra Ellen Jenkins, "Spanish Land Grants in the Tewa Area," New Mexico Historical Review 47 (April 1972), 113-34.
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Vargas had dragged on for three years before the case was finally heard
between February 13, and March 9,1703. An indication of the eventual
outcome could be seen from the findings in a separate suit between
Vargas and Rodriguez Cubero. Acting on behalf of the Santa Fe and
El Paso. presidial soldiers, Pedro brought a claim for their wages, in
the amount of 22,500 pesos, against the former governor. Diego countersued to recover 9,598 pesos that the new governor owed him after
settling accounts during the transition between the outgoing and incoming governors in Santa Fe. Vargas won the case, and Rodriguez
Cubero reluctantly agreed to have his salary and assistance payment
for 1697 made over to Vargas at the treasury office in Guadalajara. 75
Soon after this minor victory, Vargas was exonerated and Rodriguez Cubero and the cabildo of Santa Fe were required to pay the court
costs in the principal suit. Pedro appealed to the audiencia, but nothing
about the decision has come to light. The viceroy allowed him to leave
New Mexico without undergoing a residencia conducted by Vargas
after the latter began his second term. Clearly, both governors had
exceeded the limits of acceptable behavior in dealing with each other,
and a residencia would only lead to more legal wrangling. 76
As Rodriguez Cubero journeyed south in late 1703, he stopped in
the El Paso area. While they tarried, Jacinto Sanchez, who was part of
the escort accompanying the former governor to Mexico City, sold a
horse to an Indian from the pueblo of Socorro. He received seven
buckskins as payment, which he stowed among Pedro's camp bedding.
When the party stopped in San Buenaventura in New Biscay, Rodriguez
Cubero gave the hides to Antonio G6mez, and, in exchange, ordered
that Sanchez be compensated with a mule. That was the version of the
events he related on his return to New Mexico, when, in June 1704,
Juan de Ulibarri, holder of Pedro's general power of attorney in New
Mexico, demanded an explanation for why Sanchez had sold a mule
bearing the former governor's brand. 77
Vargas indicated that Rodriguez Cubero intended to go to Spain
to appeal directly to the Council of the Indies. 78 If that was his plan,
he did not fulfill it. On January 30, 1704, Pedro, who was living in
Mexico City on the Calle de la Merced, settled his accounts with Jose
75. Proceedings about the payment to Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan of more than
nine thousand pesos owed him by Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, Mexico City, May 31,1702February 5, 1703, AGN, Civil, 920.
76. Kessell et al., Remote Beyond Compare, 239.
77. Juan de Ulibarri vs. Jacinto Sanchez, Santa Fe, June 2, 1704, SANM II:10l.
78. Kessell et al., Remote Beyond Compare, 307.
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Nicolas Urena. 79 Urena had sent merchandise to New Mexico, and
Rodriguez Cubero had sent local goods and silverto Mexico City. Pedro
probably obtained the silver through his business connections in Parral,
although he worked a mine of some type Dot far from Santa Fe, called
Santa Rosa, in Los Cerrillos de San Marcos. so On April 14, he gave his
power to make a will to Juan de Zaldua and Francisco de Morales. 81
In the document, he named Zaldua his sole heir. He made no mention
of his nephew Miguel Sola Cubero82 or any other living relatives in
Spain or elsewhere. 83 Two days later, he died. The body was buried
in the Convento Grande de San Francisco with the approval of the
archbishop.84 He did not provide for any masses to be said for his
soul. 85
Zaldua had a copy of Pedro's power of attorney drawn up on July
31 and began to settle the estate. Unknowingly, he was taking the first
steps in a process that was to continue for the rest of his life, into the
1740s,and provide an interesting epilogue to Governor Rodriguez Cubero's term in New Mexico. In August,_ he granted a power of attorney
to Bartolome Pereira, a resident of Mexico City. Pereira was leaving for
New Mexico to gather the horses and mules that had wandered off or
been stolen from Rodriguez Cubero. The animals bore his brand. Pereira was authorized to sell the animals he recovered. 86
The estate must have yielded a sizable sum. The following year,
Zaldua was described as a citizen of the pueblo of San Agustin de las
79. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero and Jose Nicolas Urena, Settling of accounts, Mexico
City, January 30, 1704, AGNot. 692.
80. Juan de Ulibarri, Denunciation of a mine, Santa Fe, December 1, 1709, SANM
1:1018.

.

81. Pedro Rodriguez Cubero to Juan de Zaldua and Francisco de Morales, Power
to make a will, Mexico City, April 14, 1704, AGNot. 692.
82. Miguel de Sola Cubero received permission to leave New Mexico by viceregal
order in late 1703. He lived until 1726. At the time of his death on June 12, he was
married to Ana del Castillo and living in Mexico City. Burials, 1714-29, LDS:0035751,
Sagrario Metropolitano, Mexico City. Proceedings about viceregal order, Santa Fe, November 28, 1703, SANM II:90.
83. In addition to his nephew, other relatives of Rodriguez Cubero may have joined
him in New Mexico. In 1700, he made a land grant to a Petronila Cubero, .and as late
as 1736, an Estefana Rodriguez Cubero was living in El Paso. Juan Antonio Perez Velarde
and Maria Jacinta Valencia, DM, El Paso, December 29, 1736, Catholic Archive of Texas,
r. 2, 4 f.
84. The archbishop of Mexico City was Juan de Ortega Montafles. Manuel Toussaint,
La catedral de Mexico y el Sagrario Metropolitano, su historia, su tesoro, su arte (Mexico City:
Editorial Porrua, 1973).
85. Burials, 1693-1714, LDS:0057540, Sagrario Metropolitano, Mexico City.
86. Juan de Zaldua to Bartolome Pereira, Power of attorney, Mexico City, ~ugust
5, 1704, AGNot. 692.
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Livestock brands of Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, found in Juan de Zaldua to
Bartolome Pereira, Power of attorney, Mexico City, August 5, 1704, Archivo
General de Notarias de Mexico, 692.

Cuevas (present-day Tlalpan), though residing in Mexico City, when
he purchased some property from Petronila de Acosta. He bought a
hacienda in the pueblo of Santa Ursula de Buena Vista consisting of
two ranches, Santa Ursula and Tochigues, as well as a house and garden
with fruit trees on a small lot in the town. 87
•
.
On May 21, 1710, Zaldua petitioned the crown. He had been unable to collect the two thousand pesos that the treasury of Maracaibo
owed him as Rodriguez Cubero's legitimate heir and wanted to collect
from the Mexico City office. 8B This was the amount of the loan that,
together with a donation of four thousand, pesos, secured for Pedro
the second futtire for the governorship of Merida, La Grita, and Maracaibo. The king responded with a cedula on June 21 directing the
treasury officials of Maracaibo to pay Zaldua the two thousand pesos. 89
Incredibly, the matter of Rodriguez Cubero's estate was still unresolved some thirty years later. Through his agent in Madrid, Dr.
Manuel Rosete, Zaldua petitioned the king for payment of 8,715 pesos,
7 tomines, and 10 granos owed as Pedro's unpaid salary for most of his
term in New Mexico. By settling this debt, the crown would honor
Rodriguez Cubero's name. Zaldua's memorial detailed Pedro's expenditures while governor, some 20,000 pesos of his own money for the
87. Petronila de Acosta to Juan de Zaldua, Sale of hacienda, Mexico City, August
20, 1704, AGNot. 391.

88. Council of the Indies, Madrid, May 21, 1710, AGI, .Santo Domingo, 662.
89. Felipe IV, Cedula, Madrid, June 21, 1710, AGI, Santo Domingo, 665.
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following: three hundred laden mules, supplies for one thousand people for two years, fifty yoke of oxen, and seeds and tools for planting,
more than two thousand horses,' a like number of cattle, and eight
thousand sheep. In addition, he had provided the 6,000 pesos for the
construction ,of the Franciscan cO,nvento in Santa Fe. 90
Zaldtia further stated that, over the years, he had requested payment from three successive viceroys. The Duque de Linares (17111716) had ordered payment, but no funds were on hand in Mexico
City's treasury office. The Marques de Vaiero (1716-1722) had twice
instructed treasury officials to satisfy Zaldua's request. On August 29,
1726, King Felipe V and the Council of the Indies had issued a cedula
ordering the Mexico City treasury to pay, but the viceroy, the Marques
de Casafuerte (1722-1734), had replied that all the money in New Spain
had been sent to Spain where it was desperately needed ..
In his memorial, Zaldua tried a different approach. He requested
the king to credit the amount in his name to the treasury office at
Cadiz, paying all duties as if the money had been sent from New Spain.
This transaction only involved a paper transfer, and since Zaldua was
a creditor to the crown for a similar amount anyway, on June 2, 1740,
the Council of the Indies granted the petition. 91 .
The coun~il's decision briefly recounted Governor Rodriguez Cubero's term. He received high praise for expending such a substantial
quantity of his own money on the colony and for having pacified the
rebellious Indians. Despite his ill-fated legal battles with Vargas, he
was remembered at the Spanish court as an effective royal official. 92
Given the litigious nature of Spanish colonial society, it should come
as no surprise that Rodriguez Cubero's failure in a court of law did
not reflect poorly on his service in New Mexico. He did not suffer the
opprobrium the triumphant Vargas would have wished for him.
Having reviewed Rodriguez Cubero's career in light of new information, several answers emerge to the questions initially posed
about his character and the nature of his conflict with Diego de Vargas.
Pedro was a proud man of humble origins from rural Andalusia. Since
Huescar had once been primarily a Moorish. town, he could have no
realistic aspirations to noble status. He had relatives, at least by mar90. As governor of New Mexico, Rodriguez Cubero received an annual salary of
two tho~sand pesos. Real Hacienda y Caja de Mexico, Planta de la pensiones y cargas
anuales que tienen las Reales Cajas de Nueba Espana, Galicia y Nueba Viscaya, 1697,
The John Carter Brown Library. Dr. Manuel Rosete for Juan de Zaldtia, Memorial, n.p.,
n.d., SANM II, Mise.
91. Council of the Indies, Decree, Madrid, June 2, 1740, SANM II, Misc.
92. Council of the Indies, Decree, Madrid, June 2, 1740, SANM II, Misc.
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riage, with obviously Moorish surnames. Rodriguez Cubero had virtually nothing in common with Vargas, a middling noble from Madrid
who considered his native city the crown of the world and expressed
himself in seemingly studied convolutions. The few extant examples
of his writing suggest that Pedro was a direct individual who stated
his opinion clearly even when it contradicted royal orders.
Pedro sought opportunity in a military career, one of the few
options open to him. He never married, put in many years of steady
service, and rose through the ranks. More important, he had the good
fortune to have participated in a documented heroic adventure in Sicily,
when he attempted to save a burning ship. Rodriguez Cubero never
failed to mention that event when he requested preferment. His unsuccessful challenge of royal orders concerning the housing of soldiers
at La Punta demonstrated that he cared for the welfare of his men and
was not merely interested in career advancement.
Yet, he did rely on influence in high places when opportunities
arose. Alonso de Buendia y Ortega, a native of Huescar; and possibly
Pedro's cousin, was comptroller of the Council of the Indies. Buendia
corresponded with Rodriguez Cubero in New Mexico and kept him
informed about activities in Madrid. It also seems likely that his agent
in Madrid, Hipolito Enriquez de Guzman, was related to Enrique Enriquez de Guzman, a member of the Junta of War of the Council.
There is also the question of his health. After leaving Huescar,
Pedro spent most of his life either at sea or in coastal presidios. His
unspecified illness meant that a cold climate was dangerous for him.
Perhaps he had developed a pulmonary ailment, so common to his
native land, as a youth. At any rate, it was his sense of duty and the
royal will that compelled him to serve in New Mexico. He wanted to
leave and return to the coast as soon as possible, to Merida, La Grita,
and Maracaibo and then to Havana to finish out his career.
In New Mexico today, Pedro Rodriguez Cubero is all but forgot93
ten. He i~ remembered only to provide a counterpoint to Diego de
Vargas. He has been cast in the role of blackguard and villain opposite
the heroic Vargas. Yet, it is really no wonder the two Spaniards did
not get along; they could hardly have been more different. It is also
93. The municipality of Huescar, Granada, recently named a street Gobernador
Rodriguez Cubero to honor a distinguished Oscense. The annual fiesta, which takes place
in September, now includes a scholarly component dedicated to Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, such as a roundtable, seminar, or lecture on the history of the pueblo. Fernando
Ramos Bossini to Rick Hendricks, Letter, Granada, December 18, 1991. Corporaci6n
Municipal de Huescar, Acuerdo, Huescar, January 26, 1990. Both documents in possession of the author.
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understandable that Vargas' refusal to give up his post to his legally
constituted successor would have rankled Rodriguez Cubero. Clearly,
Pedro was reluctant to travel to New Mexico; with its harsh climate'
and no real opportunity for personal enrichment. He had little desire
to become its governor and none to remain. His only wish was to fulfill
his duty in Santa Fe and move on to his next post. Nevertheless, despite
poor health, he led a number of campaigns against rebellious Indians
and expended a considerable amount of his own wealth to support the
local Franciscans and colonists. Almost a generation later, royal authorities in Spain still recalled Pedro Rodriguez Cubero's years of service in New Mexico with laudatory words and took the necessary steps
to grant in his honor his heir's request.
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